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One goal of Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA) is to

One should already theoretically take leadership team

company. ORSA should be framed within a prospective

is essential to include them in the multi-period ORSA

decisions into account within internal models, but it

estimate the present and future solvency of an insurance

context: stopping a non-profitable, underfunded or risky

and multi-period process with a projection period length

business; limiting the scope of a line of business; or in-

comprised of between three and 20 years, depending on

creasing its risk management allocation will have a much

the company’s business, but most often between five and

more significant impact on a five- to 10-year horizon.

20 years. Hence, this allows ORSA to be the link between
the enterprise risk management (ERM) framework and the
one-year horizon solvency framework. Indeed, one-year

The forecasted level of solvency and the quality of the

security/solvency usually goes against profitability. On a

risk management process will therefore rely in part on

10-year horizon, a solvency requirement partially depends

a solid knowledge of risks and products, but also on the

upon minimum financial performance of the company:

ability of the leadership team to react quickly enough

good performance, while mainly benefiting shareholders,

in adverse situations, while handling the risk of false

helps build safety nets that should benefit policyholders but

positive alarm signals.

can also be used as risk-absorbing mechanisms in unfavor-

able events. Conversely, a less profitable company could

stay for several years in a riskier zone where it could be

This quick intervention ability raises some statistical

challenged by unanticipated events. The multi-period as-

issues related to early warning signals of trend shift.

pect allows reconciling profitability and value creation with

These were studied by the Russian school of probabili-

solvency and stability. Further, ORSA should allow the

ty theory in the Cold War era: How to point out a signal

demonstration of the advantages of some products whose

shift on a radar screen, which corresponds to a nuclear

profitability emerges over time, and which are often unfa-

strike, early enough to allow response while limiting

vorably treated by capital allocation and standard perfor-

the risk of a false positive that could trigger a nuclear

mance measurement approaches. ORSA should reflect the

war due to a too-long Brownian excursion. El Karoui et

positive impact of a tailored ERM process and should take

al. (2012) show that a longevity trend shift usually re-

part in the risk appetite and risk limit discussion.

quires 10 years of data to be detected statistically. This
shows the practical limitation of yearly cycle review
for these kinds of risks.

Reinsurance strategies are defined at the beginning of
each year for a one-year period, except potential non-

automatic reinstatements. The management actions

Fast turnaround requires both a well-established risk

related to the investment side—the strategic asset al-

monitoring process within the company, as well as ex-

location, asset-liability management (ALM) and the

pertise and experience of the management team. ORSA

hedging of some financial risks—are usually projected

should evaluate qualitatively these processes, as well

through the entire duration of the portfolio under the

as the ability of senior management to make knowl-

current strategies.

edgeable strategic decisions: exiting a market quickly
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enough in case of profitability drop and timely selling

Should ORSA and an internal model or standard for-

ral disaster rely both on the expertise of the leadership

proach on the first projection period? It may be useful

mula (RBC, Solvency II, or other) have the same ap-

the right quantity of an asset after a significant natu-

to perform nested multi-period simulation while look-

team and its advisors, and also on the tool timely quan-

ing for risks that could create adverse scenarios and

tifying the loss.

mitigation actions. However, computing times may be

prohibitive, and one should be careful about this an-

One should not model management behavior but rather

choring bias. A less granular and less constrained but

evaluate its ability for prompt reaction and its potential

more creative approach through identification of risk

mitigation impact on losses under specific scenarios.

sources and management actions sounds more relevant

to me. Expert judgment should have a place of choice.

One should not hide behind models calibrated on his-

To that purpose, bunkering exercises (see Cousin et al.

torical data for some risks, like massive surrenders,

2012) allow requesting leaders to react under various

but answer questions like: Do I address policyholder

scenarios and analyze their reactions. Neurologist Klaus

expectations in this context? What type of other prod-

Wunderlich and co-authors (Wunderlich et al. 2011) dem-

ucts could they turn to? ORSA should include a bal-

onstrated the causation and correlation between risks are

ance of qualitative and quantitative sections; the deep

best assimilated through experience and unconscious pro-

knowledge of the business, the underwriting process,

cess rather than analytical process. These types of tech-

the adverse selection bias and the market driver should

niques could be more fruitful than advanced technical

prevail over overengineered models. An interesting ex-

education on internal models. According to Kahneman

ercise is to request leaders and risk managers to iden-

et al. (1982), most individuals generally understand the

tify the 10 main risks the company faces in the next five

directional impact of new information but underestimate

years. This allows the emergence of various viewpoints

its magnitude when analyzing a probabilistic puzzle.

from various groups (see works from David Ingram on

Through tailored management games, leaders should be

group sociology).

allowed to build their own frame of reference within the

new solvency framework (see Loisel and Védani 2012).

For example, a manager generally knows that the Solven-

ORSA should include some thoughts on procyclical

cy II standard formula tends to penalize nonproportional

risks for the company and the industry. If counter-cy-

reinsurance strategies, but he will need reference points in

clical mechanisms are included by some regulators for

order to evaluate the magnitude.

a few financial risks, other activities could be threatened by a double whammy effect: for example, a natu-

ral disaster may be followed by an increase in the 1-in-

It is generally difficult or inefficient to justify a shift in the

200-year-event level.

whole pricing process to take into account an unknown or

unobserved threat, even if it is likely to occur. Similarly,

fair value dogma hardly allows any shift from market val-

ORSA content should depend on the specific audience

ue even when it lacks credibility. This implies potential

and who would have access to the information: Many

lag in reaction time that should not be underestimated.

details on strategy should remain private information
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of their operational support system in the completion of

regardless of potential merger and acquisition (M&A)

new safety air traffic regulations.

risks being quite important. This limits the prospective
nature of ORSA that requires updates after each significant strategic shift.
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